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Evolution Cube flashed with a blue light, a lot of spiritual power was consumed, and it
was injected into the fourth gene chain.

The next moment, the blinking gene began to change.

The whole body was a little sore, and the boss-level transcendent gene evolved to the
leader-level transcendent gene, which was quickly completed.

Extraordinary Gene: Strengthen the Flash

Lu Yuan did not stop, but continued to evolve.

The boss-level transcendent gene evolved to the lord-level transcendent gene.

At this stage, Lu Yuan's body began to feel a little pain.

However, because Lu Yuan himself had broken through to Tier 3, coupled with the
evolution of the previous evolutionary cube, his life essence sublimated again, the pain
was not too strong, it was just a subtle sensation.

The evolution time lasted for a long time, and when the blue light dissipated, the
evolution was completed.

Lu Yuan's extraordinary genes changed again.

Lord-level Space Gene: Space Walk

At the lord level, the strength of the space gene was already the same as the strength of
the extraordinary gene before Lu Yuan.

Similar to mechanical control, the direction of space gene enhancement is also
all-round enhancement.
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However, the enhancement effect was much stronger than when Lu Yuan had just
burned the mechanical control.

Almost every aspect is comparable to the effects of the main increase of other lord
genes.

With just this enhancement, Lu Yuan felt that the genes for burning the space system
were not at a loss, let alone the combat skills contained in it?

It can only be said that the space gene is indeed powerful.

Lu Yuan took a break for a while, and when his body and spirit returned to their peak
state, Lu Yuan took a deep breath and started the last evolution again.

Lord level evolved to king level genes.

The blue light flashed again, and the evolution began.

Lu Yuan's face suddenly became pale as snow, and the pain was too severe.

Compared with the pain of evolving from the leader level to the lord level before, it is
almost a sky and an underground.

With the extraordinary genetic changes in the gene chain, every cell in Lu Yuan's body
seemed to have different subtle changes. The * sweat continued to overflow, almost
turning Lu Yuan into a * person.

The evolution has continued for a long time, but when the pain slowly dissipated, Lu
Yuan's whole body was covered in blood and sweat, and a layer of blood scabs
appeared on his body.

When Lu Yuan's body moved, the blood scab shattered, revealing Lu Yuan's snow-
white skin.

At this moment, there was a strange silver-white light flashing in Lu Yuan's originally
dark eyes, and the aura of the whole person became much more ethereal and void.

Lu Yuan bowed his head and shook his palm, then his heart moved.

In the area of   his palm, the space twisted strangely.



This is not a combat technique.

It is the instinct brought by his king-level gene.

After burning the king-level gene, Lu Yuan became more sensitive to space.

It was a peculiar feeling that was unclear.

The combat skills that come with the extraordinary genes are inherently talented.

If he was before the King's level, Lu Yuan could only fight with this talented combat
skill, and he didn't particularly understand the nature of this power.

But at the king level, Lu Yuan's extraordinary genes had some peculiar inheritance
knowledge.

He can control the space a little bit.

Although it was only a king-level gene, Lu Yuan had very little control over space, just
as it is now, making the space around him a little distorted.

But this is also a very good start.

This is the king-level transcendent gene. What if it evolves to the god-level?

Then can Lu Yuan control the space as he wants?

It's not just limited to the talented combat skills brought by genes to fight.

And if he burns ten different types of extraordinary genes at that time, he will not only
control the space, but also control other aspects.

Lu Yuan's eyes flickered, and there was a hint of expectation in his eyes.

Of course, the talented combat skills brought by the space gene are extremely powerful
and useful, at least for now.

At this moment, Lu Yuan instinctively knew the talented combat skills brought by the

king-level space element genes.

Combat Skill: Space Teleportation.



Like flashing, enhanced flashing, and space walking, it is not a combat technique that
uses space abilities to attack others, but it is still a type of body technique.

Compared with flashing, with Luyuan's current strength, space teleportation can
teleport about 50 kilometers at a time.

He can move arbitrarily within a radius of fifty kilometers.

Of course, if it was a place that Lu Yuan could see, or a place that he could perceive, it
would be fine.

If it is a place that Lu Yuan can't see or perceive, then the teleportation may have been
teleported to the interior of other objects in the past.

Such as teleporting to a stone wall, or even inside other genetic warriors.

Lu Yuan didn't know exactly what would happen, but he didn't want to try at all.

In addition, there will be a slight delay in the blinking from entering the space to the

shuttle space to another coordinate.

And because the king gene itself is more compatible with space, the delay effect of
space transmission becomes extremely low.

Moreover, this is just an ordinary teleportation. Lu Yuan can use his current knowledge
of space power to set up a space anchor in advance.

Even if separated by thousands or even tens of thousands of kilometers, he can directly
teleport to the location where the anchor point was originally set.

With Lu Yuan's current strength, only one spatial anchor point can be set.

But as his strength improves, it is obvious that he can continue to set up a few more.

Seeing this, Lu Yuan's eyes lit up slightly.

This can be regarded as a magic skill on the road.

Tens of thousands of kilometers can be reached in an instant, which is so convenient.



Very suitable for lazy people like Lu Yuan.

It's a pity that now he can only set one spatial anchor point with his ability, otherwise
he would have to set up an anchor point on the entire Daqixing.

This is the effect of spatial transmission.

After evolving to the king gene, the amplification effect brought by the extraordinary
gene itself is also extremely exaggerated.

It's just that the increase effect brought by this extraordinary gene is twice as much as
the increase brought by the three previous Consummation Lord-level genes in Lu Yuan.

This is just a king-level gene that hasn't been tempered yet. If tempered to
Consummation, how strong would it be?

No wonder it was so strong before every night.

However, Lu Yuan understood that his space system's transcendent gene should be
stronger than Yeye's king gene.

Of course, the spiritual power consumed by evolution is also extremely huge.

Evolving from the boss level to the king level, Lu Yuan consumed almost three million
fourth-order spirit crystals. Fortunately, Lu Yuan asked Amy to get him a batch of

spirit crystals.

Otherwise, he would have to charge the Evolution Cube with Spirit Power Gene

Liquid.

To be honest, Lu Yuan still intends to use the spiritual power gene liquid for
cultivation.

After all, the cultivation speed of this thing is faster.

Lu Yuan suppressed his excitement, went to take a shower, and asked the waiter to
change the sheets in the room.

After taking a break, until his pain and fatigue disappeared, he began to evolve again.



This time, Luyuan evolved mechanical control.

Compared to the time when the evolution space is teleported, the pain is slightly lighter.

On the one hand, Lu Yuan's physique has improved, and on the other hand, the
strength of this gene itself is slightly weaker than that of the space gene.

Soon, the evolution is complete.

Lu Yuan obtained the second king-level transcendent gene.

Combat skills: mechanical control.

Like space teleportation, the mechanical control that evolved to the king's level gave Lu
Yuan a lot of inheritance knowledge.

Lu Yuan knew nothing about machinery before, but now he feels that he can repair the

previous mechanical lord.

This inheritance of knowledge from genes is quite magical.

If you don't want to be a genetic warrior anymore, you can make money by being a
maintenance worker.

Lu Yuan couldn't help but complain.

Of course, this is just a joke.

Lu Yuan himself could even make some slightly weaker mechanical weapons and the
like.

However, he found that he could not make a mechanical life similar to the mechanical
lord.

Because this is not just about mechanical knowledge, but also things like life and soul.

Lu Yuan was a little curious, if the evolution continues after the lottery, will
mechanical control have a spiritual heritage?

Can look forward to it.



In addition to the inheritance brought by the king's gene, the effect of mechanical
control is much stronger than mechanical control.

The upper limit of the strength that can control the mechanical life has increased. With

Lu Yuan's current strength at the third level, he feels that he should be able to control
the third-order king-level mechanical life, and even the fourth-order mechanical life
should hopefully control it.

In addition, the mechanical life previously controlled by the machine needs to continue
to maintain the effect of combat skills. If it stops, the mechanical life originally
controlled will return to its original state.

But now it's different. Mechanical control combat skills can use mental power to leave
a control seed in the spirit of the mechanical life that has been controlled.

Even if he no longer maintains his combat skills, the previously controlled mechanical
life will still be dominated by him, unless it is the seed of control that is erased.

Seeing this, Lu Yuan was a little excited.

I want to go to the fringe battlefield between the human race and the machine race.

My own extraordinary gene is simply the nemesis of the mechanical race.

In addition to combat skills and inherited knowledge, mechanical control still brings an
increase in all aspects.

Although the amplification effect is a bit weaker than the space teleportation, it is still
much stronger than the previous three lord-level transcendent genes combined.

Just having evolved two king-level transcendent genes, Lu Yuan's strength has
undergone earth-shaking changes.

Lu Yuan took a break again before letting the waiter come in and change the
blood-stained sheets.

The waiter who came in was the official gene warrior of Tianluo City, a beautiful girl.

She looked at the white bed sheet covered with blood, her face was very strange.



What terrible things did this distinguished guest do inside?

This amount of bleeding is too exaggerated, right? !

Is he really going to be fine? ?

And this is not the first time!

A few days ago, this distinguished guest seemed to be bleeding heavily?

How can his body stand it?

The waiter took a peek at Lu Yuan. After seeing Lu Yuan's handsome face, her pretty
face turned red, and she lowered her head to continue packing her things.

After the waiter cleaned up, Lu Yuan took a break to replenish his energy and adjust his
state.

Later, Lu Yuan began to evolve the third king gene.

Lord Gene: Touch of Nature.

The same process, the evolution went smoothly. After two consecutive King- level
evolutions, Lu Yuan could no longer feel any pain.

It may be that his current physique is nearly ten times stronger than before, or it may be
painful.

Anyway, soon, the touch of nature evolves again.

King Gene: Light of Life

After evolving to the king gene, the inheritance knowledge of the gene was also
absorbed by Lu Yuan.

What surprised Lu Yuan was that the inherited knowledge attached to this extraordinary
gene was about life and the power of nature.

Unlike innate combat skills, Lu Yuan can only use a little life and natural power now.

For example, it can ripen plants and so on.



Good guy, even if the mechanics can't work, I can make a lot of money by farming.

Lu Yuan looked at the gentle light green energy surging in his hand, feeling the vitality
contained in it, and couldn't help but complain again.

As for the talented combat skills, the light of life, naturally it is also the healing combat
skills.

And the effect is much stronger than the touch of nature.

Even the dying person can be saved, as long as there is a breath, then they can't die.

For Lu Yuan, this is of course a good transcendent gene, but it is a pity that he has not
used the healing power several times so far.

After all, his strength is indeed quite strong, and he rarely encounters situations that
require him to use his healing ability.

For the third time, Lu Yuan asked the waiter to clean the blood-stained sheets, and the
waiter was already numb.

After Lu Yuan rested again, he was about to start evolving the fourth extraordinary
gene.

But it stopped before it was about to evolve.

After all, Lu Yuan bought the Space Element Extraordinary Gene, and this
breakthrough must be burned.

If the white jade spirit body that had been placed outside before has also evolved,
wouldn't it be seen by outsiders that it has burned two genes?

Lu Yuan thought for a while and planned to evolve next time.

At the very least, he can express the spatial transmission.

If after the evolution of the white jade spirit body, the spatial teleportation can't be
displayed on the bright surface, it will be more than worthwhile.



Moreover, the previous mechanical control and the evolution of the light of life cost a
lot of spiritual crystals, and the spiritual power reserve in the Evolution Cube is also

insufficient.

Lu Yuan had bought a large number of spirit crystals into the Evolution Cube before,
plus the spirit crystals given by Amy, there were almost six million Tier 4 spirit

crystals.

Just this wave of evolution is almost consumed.

Although the mechanical control and the evolution of the light of life are not as
expensive as the space transmission ~www.mtlnovel.com~, there are close to three
million world spirit crystals in total.

But the rewards are naturally huge.

Because whether it is mechanical control or spatial transmission, they are all
extraordinary genes for comprehensive and balanced improvement. Lu Yuan's current
physical fitness is nearly ten times better than before, and there is no weakness.

Coupled with the light of life, which mainly enhances spiritual power, Lu Yuan's
spiritual perception now becomes very strong.

He is just entering Tier 3, and if he perceives with all his strength, his perceptual ability
is already close to ten kilometers.

Within the range of perception, the spatial transmission of the land edge will not be
transmitted to the body of other objects.

In other words, the edge of the land can be teleported at will at least within ten
kilometers.

With spatial transmission, based on the experience of Lu Yuan, Si Tingyu, and Li
Qinghe, he would not be in any danger even in the face of the king of war.

At the very least, if Lu Yuan wanted to run, strong men like Si Tingyu and Li Qinghe
would definitely not be able to stop him.



As for the Emperor of War and the power of Emperor of War, Lu Yuan had never
fought such a power before, and he didn't know if he could run away.

Maybe at that level, maybe there are special methods?

But in general, Lu Yuan was already very satisfied.

After all, he is just a little rookie who has just broken through to the rank of Tier 3
generals. Even the King of War can't do anything about him. What is his

dissatisfaction?

Lu Yuan breathed a sigh of relief, stood up and stretched, it was another breakthrough,
and it was a continuous evolution of genes, but he was exhausted.

At this moment, Lu Yuan felt the squeeze from the Land of Origin, he was shocked and
found that Guangmen had been restored.

This evolution actually took so long?

Lu Yuan didn't expect it, but he still left the place of origin.
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